Zone-A Women’s WAFU 2020 Championship Fixtures in full

**Official Tournament’s Fixtures:**

**Group A:**

---

**25.02.2020**

- Sierra Leone Vs Cape Verde - 2:00pm – Bo Stadium
- Guinea Vs Senegal – 4:30pm

---

**27.02.2020**

- Cape Verde Vs Senegal - 2:00pm – Bo Stadium
- Sierra Leone Vs Guinea - 4:30pm – Bo Stadium

**29.02.2020 – Break**

---

**01.03.2020**

- Senegal Vs Sierra Leone – 4:00pm – Bo Stadium

---

**02.03.2020**

- Guinea Vs Mali – 4:00pm – Bo Stadium

---

**Group B:**

---

**26.02.2020**

- Mali Vs Gambia - 2:00pm – Makeni Stadium
- Liberia Vs Guinea Bissau – 4:30pm - Makeni Stadium

---

**28.02.2020**

- Mali Vs Liberia - 2:00pm – Makeni Stadium
- Gambia Vs Guinea Bissau - 4:30pm – Makeni Stadium

**29.02.2020 – Break**

---

**01.03.2020**

- Cape Verde Vs Guinea – 4:00pm – Makeni Stadium

---

**02.03.2020**

- Gambia Vs Liberia – 4:00pm – Makeni Stadium

**29.02.2020 – Break**

---

**04.03.2020: Semi Finals:**

- **Group-A 1st Place Vs Group-B 2nd Place** - 4:30pm – Bo
- **Group-B 1st Place Vs Group-A 2nd Place**– 4:00pm – Makeni

**Break**

---

**07:03:2020: 3rd Place Match and Grand Finals**

- **Loser 1st Semi Final Match Vs Loser 2nd Semi Final Match** – 4:00pm – Makeni **Winner 1st Semi Match Vs Winner 2nd Semi Final Match** – 4:00pm – Freetown